
ICM Controls launches ICM495, Disconnect with 

Internal Surge Protection

The ICM495 is an Electrical Disconnect with Internal Surge Protection that is soon to be 
released by the reputable electronic control firm ICM Controls.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Chicago, IL- 01/22/2024 - ICM Controls is thrilled to introduce the ICM495 a low-cost UL Listed 
Electrical Disconnect with an Internal Surge Protective Device built-in.

This UL1449 5th Edition Integrated SPD (module + disconnect) are constructed with 2 high-quality 
thermally protected MOV’s (TFMOV).

These are integrated with highest UL rating for nominal discharge current (in 20kA), for 
increased longevity & durability of the SPD

ICM electric disconnects have a Max surge current capacity of 100,000 amps, short circuit rating of 

200kA.

Unlike competitors, which need the assembly of LEDs and other components, ICM495 has an easy 
3-wire installation with accessible mounting holes, hole punches, and LED indications.

ICM495 have rugged powder coated metal enclosure for maximum durability and are tested to 
have been built to last longer, being able to withstand a higher rated singular impulse.

ICM495 stands out from the competition by having the entire control UL listed, not just the SPD. It 
can withstand multiple hits 2 times better than the competitor. 

ICM495 Disconnects are manufactured in Upstate New York at our vertically integrated 

ISO9001:2015 facility.



Stop by the AHR Expo Tradeshow in Chicago, IL to see the UL Listed Electrical Disconnect with an 
Internal Surge Protection.

To Learn More About Our Electrical Disconnects,
ICM Controls - ICM495

About The Company

ICM Controls is a well-established and respected electronics manufacturing company that holds 
ISO Certification. We specialize in manufacturing electronic controls for both original equipment 

manufacturers (OEM) and the aftermarket. Throughout four decades, we have established a 
formidable presence in the market through a consistent stream of groundbreaking products and 
continuous improvement of our manufacturing methods. ICM Controls is dedicated to promoting 

sustainability and addressing social issues by actively working to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
through its business activities.
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